Press Kit
20 Sided Stories is an improvised radio play and role-playing podcast.
Every Season features a new adventure in a new setting with full sound design and an original music score.
It is available for free wherever Podcasts can be downloaded.

Website: 20sidedstories.com
Email: contact@20sidedstories.com

Imagine this:
Seasoned Actors and Improvisers gather around a table with microphones and play a roleplaying game. But NOT Dungeons & Dragons. No, they play they’re own formats and systems,
or ones where the rules are only there for the improv. Much like an improv game.
Now imagine these sessions with all their zany jokes and character quirks and ridiculous
scenarios but imagine them, realized. Embellished, fleshed out, activated and brought to
life so that you hear everything as it unfolded in the performer’s heads.
Welcome to 20 Sided Stories, a podcast where actors and improvisers play table top role
playing games and transform them into immersive radio plays and bring you along for the
journey. Serialized. Sound designed. Scored and composed to with original music. Each
season is a new genre, with a new world, and new characters to meet. All woven together
on the spot.
It’s the comedy of an Improv podcast but cohesive, committal, and long form.
It’s the adventure of an Actual Play podcast, but you feel like you’re there.
It’s the polish of an Audio Drama, but not even we know whats going to happen next.

Series #3
16 x 30 Minute Episodes
August 1st - November 15th
A nostalgic parody adventure where we improvise our way through the
classic Pokémon Red/Blue/Yellow journey.
Featuring original arrangements of the game soundtrack and fully
dramatized Pokémon battles, it is high-energy blend of the classic 90’s
hand-held titles and iconic anime.

Cast
Jessica
Dahlgren

as Candice Carter

Greg
Reasoner

as Skip Svitak

Travis
Reaves

as Xander Whitten

8 x 45 Minute Episodes
First aired October 4, 2017
A Victorian mystery that follows three goofy and unlikely investigators peeking
into the possible return of Jack the Ripper and a very peculiar ancient urn.
A fresh take on the actual-play formula, Victoria includes stripped back rules
that are easy to follow, a catchy score, and a heavy focus on comedy and
chemistry.

Cast
Kate
Pursley

as Matilda Buchanan

Garrett
Reasoner

as Dr. Richard Chamberlin

Sage
G.C.

as Simon Sinclair

Series #2

Series #1
8 x 55 Minute Episodes
First aired May 3rd, 2017
A gritty post-apocalyptic survival story with Wild West themes, Macabreverse explores
a melancholic atmosphere performed in contrast by comedic improvisers.
It utilizes an original RPG system called “The One System” that forces players to take
risks and bet with their dice rolls, often followed by punishing outcomes and a party
pitted against each other.

Cast
Greg
Reasoner

as Darby McManis

Garrett
Reasoner

as Dallas Porter

Zach
Dailey

as Sammy Tombstone

Bonus One-Shot

Supporter Archive

1 Hour, Single Episode
First aired June 28, 2017

Various Lengths
Ongoing for Patreon Supporters

A bonus sci-fi horror episode using the one-page system by John
Harper, Lasers & Feelings combines the best of Alien, The Thing,
and Star Trek created with the magic of improv and futuristic sound
design.

Top-secret episodes and cut content, this varied selection
is offered to those who support the show with an Adventure
Pass, delivered through Patreon and on their own exclusive
RSS feed.

Sage G.C.

Director
Game Master
Sound Design & Music

Sage G.C. is a working Cinematics Artist by day and Multimedia Jack of All Trades by night. With expirence in film, music,
live theater, and game design, Sage is impassioned by exploring fresh mediums and telling immersive and detailed stories
in unexpected ways.

Connect with Us
20 Sided Stories gets additional support through
crowd-funding service Patreon.com.
Click below to find out more.

Transcriptions:
Due to the often chaotic nature of the show and the intense amount of time and money it takes to
transcribe raw improv, 20 Sided Stories has not prior been able to offer transcripts. We intend to
change this with Series #3, however, and provide transcripts via our website as soon as possible.

Website: 20sidedstories.com
Email: contact@20sidedstories.com

